PARP inhibitors--current status and the walk towards early breast cancer.
Epithelial carcinomas in general arise as a result of the acquisition of and selection for multiple mutations in a parental somatic cell clone within the tissues of the primary organ of origin. In the last two decades genome caretakers, which function in key areas of DNA damage response, have been recognized as important tumour suppressor genes. Inactivating mutations in these genes occur both as germline and/or somatic mutations with increasing evidence of epigenetic silencing as an additional cause of loss of function. In any event, loss of function in a tumour cell pre-cursor clone leads to accelerated mutation acquisition and underpins the aetiology of the tumour. With increasing understanding of the complex network that is the DNA damage response, signaling pathways already recognized to be central to the establishment of the cancer phenotype are gaining additional roles as controllers of DNA repair. This has relevance to identification of wider populations of patients with tumours susceptible to approaches that target DNA repair deficiency. These have classically been with DNA damaging chemotherapy but the recently developed small molecule inhibitors of DNA repair enzymes such as Poly-ADP polymerases PARP-1 and PARP-2 have been shown to target tumour deficiencies in DNA repair as well sensitizing to DNA damaging therapeutics such as radiation and chemotherapy. Early phase trials with efficacy endpoints have been presented for the PARP inhibitors AG014699, olaparib, veliparib, iniparib and MK4827. The results of the first phase II trials exploring monotherapy PARP inhibitor strategies, which are based on revisiting the concept of synthetic lethality, have emerged and are reviewed herein. The clinical trials that have or are exploring combinations with DNA damaging therapy in these contexts are discussed with particular reference to breast cancer, as are biomarkers that have been proposed and are being investigated to develop optimal drug schedule and patient selection criteria for these DNA repair targeting approaches.